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Data Collection

Personal Journey
- Dissertation
- Trade Magazine List
- UNL Center for Sales Excellence
What is Our ‘Value’

- Gatekeepers of Knowledge
- Valid Research Design
- Data Collection Capabilities
- Advanced Statistical Analysis
‘Value’ Creation Process

- Start Slow ... 15-30 minute discussion
- Keep it simple
- Broadly explain your expertise and interests
- Try to understand the ‘buyer’s’ (e.g., practitioner’s) needs
- Be flexible and open to new research areas
- Identify mutual value-add projects
- Agree on next steps
Research Project Process

• Focus on moving the project forward
• If possible, communicate up the organizational ladder
• Execute
• Deliver
• Repeat
Considerations

- Sample Size
- Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA)
- Institutional Review Board (IRB)
- Collaborators
Lessons Learned

- Lengthy ‘Sales’ Cycle
- Data Quality
- Responsive Point of Contact
- People Move, Things Change
- Protect Your Time
- Move Projects Forward
- Failure (Low ‘Hit’ Rate) = Learning
- Try, Try Again
Sources of Contacts

- CoB Advisory Boards
- Nebraska Alumni
- LinkedIn
- Prior Classmates (7+ years experience)
- Local Events
- Lincoln/Omaha Businesses
- UNL Center for Sales Excellence
Next Steps For You

- Locate a Prospect
- Establish Contact
- Identify Value
- Create and Submit a Proposal
- Follow-up
Next Steps For Us

Wish List

• Create a central location with CoB member’s interests and expertise.
• Understand what ‘ideal’ data look like for our colleagues.
• Keep each other in mind when talking with practitioners.
Q&A
Thank You For Your Time

Have a Great Weekend ... Go Big Red

Contact:
Blake Runnalls
Department of Marketing
brunnalls2@unl.edu
HLH 335M (Happy to Chat)